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It’s fun being a Nickel Plate modeler these days. More and more 

large manufacturers are supporting our favorite road, meaning 

that it’s pretty easy to assemble a good-looking fleet in just about 

any scale. And there are now loads of new small manufacturers 

stepping up as well, offering resin kits, good decals, laser-cut 

wood structures, and now even 3D printed detail parts. You can 

even find long-lost parts and kits through various online auction 

sites. 

 

The goal of the Modeler’s Notebook is to show NKP fans and 

modelers how to use all of this bounty to create our own personal 

versions of the railroad. That means sharing what you’ve done or 

what you’re working on. This issue is the first that’s 100% reader 

submitted material, which is great! Let’s all help to keep the 

momentum rolling (take note you N and O scale guys: we need 

articles from you too!). 
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NKPHTS COMPANY STORE 

MODELS FOR SALE 
(all models HO scale) 

 

TCS Models  
All TCS models kits are composed of resin castings; while easy to build they are not 
shake-the-box models. 

 
Item CP875: 826-Series Wood Caboose kit, NKP Decals      $55.00 

Item CP911: 826-Series Wood Caboose kit, W&LE Decals   $55.00 

Combo Deal: Buy any two caboose kits for $100.00, SAVE 10.00! 

 

Item CPTWR: NKP Elevated Center Post Gate Tower kit,  

           based on Knox IN.             $18.00 
Item CPVER: NKP Combination Station kit,  

          based on Vermilion OH.            $32.00 
Item CPROC: NKP Freight/Passenger Station kit,  

           based on Rocky River OH.            $40.00 
 

 

To order, please visit the NKPHTS Company Store’s website: 

http://www.nkphts.org/store/ 

 

 

New NKPHTS Project Car: HO scale Nickel Plate Road Tri-Level Auto Racks – On Track! 

 
Accurail preproduction artwork shown. Final model may vary slightly. 

 

The Nickel Plate Road Historical & Technical Society’s Modeling Committee is pleased to report that the tri-level autorack project is a go, and that 

the kits have been ordered from Accurail. ETA has yet to be established, but the kits should be available by early to mid-2016.  The list price should 

be $29.95 plus shipping. Accurail’s special easy-to-use opaque-background decals to renumber the car to one of the NKP’s other tri-levels will be 

included. Only a very limited number of kits can be produced owing to a parts shortage at Accurail, so if you would like to purchase one or more of 

these kits please preorder now at the email address below. 
 

Tony Koester, NKPHTS Modeling Coordinator, nkpfan@ptd.net 
 

 

 

JOIN THE NKPHTS! 
 

Founded in 1966, the Nickel Plate Road Historical & Technical 

Society is America’s only rail-history organization dedicated 

solely to preserving the history and legacy of the Nickel Plate 

Road and its predecessors. 

 

The Society publishes a quarterly magazine, maintains an award-

winning website at nkphts.org, provides stewardship of a major 

archive of historical material at the Western New York Railway 

Historical Society, and offers numerous member programs and 

projects, including an annual convention. As a 501(c)(3) not-for-

profit corporation, financial donations and contributions of 

historical photos, documents and ephemera are tax-deductible and 

always appreciated. 

 

To learn more about the NKPHTS please visit us at NKPHTS.org 

 

For more information on joining the Society, please visit our 

membership page, or contact us at: 

 
NKPHTS MEMBERSHIP SERVICES 

PO BOX 138 

BUCKLIN, MO 64631-0138 

membership@nkphts.org 

 

 

 

NEW NKPHTS MODEL: HO SCALE RIDER CARS 

 

 
Preproduction model shown. Modeling by Ray Breyer 

 

In the 1930's the NKP converted several older boxcars into Rider Cars for local train service. The NKPHTS is pleased to announce the availability of 

a cast resin HO model for these cars. This extremely limited run model was cast by F&C exclusively for the NKPHTS. The resin kits contain 

everything needed to model these cars except trucks and couplers. Prototype information on these cars are included in the Summer and Fall 2103 

issues of the Nickel Plate Road Magazine. Please visit the NKPHTS Company Store for purchasing information. 

 

Item number HO-RIDER, $50.00 

 

 

http://www.nkphts.org/store/
mailto:nkpfan@ptd.net
http://www.nkphts.org/home.html
http://www.nkphts.org/join/
mailto:membership@nkphts.org
http://www.nkphts.org/store/catalog2.html
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NEW NICKEL PLATE MODEL COMING FROM ACCURAIL 

 

 
(Accurail preproduction artwork shown. Final model may vary slightly) 

 

At this year’s Trainfest, a large model railroading show held each November in Milwaukee, Accurail announced an all-new boxcar model that 

they’re about to release in HO scale. Tentatively scheduled to be released late in 2016, the car will come with a variety of detailing options, but will 

generally follow New York Central 38-foot long double sheathed boxcar designs. This will be the first all-new “short” boxcar released in plastic in 

decades, so will make pre-1950s era modelers extremely happy. It should also make NKP modelers stand up and pay attention, since the model will 

ALSO be Nickel Plate-specific: the railroad bought 1,000 of these exact boxcars in 1916 (numbers 10000-10999), and the LE&W also bought 750 of 

them (numbers 85000-85749 on the NKP, 11500-12249 on the LE&W). The cars lasted in revenue service through 1950, and in MOW service as 

tool, bunk, and firefighting cars well past the N&W merger. One surviving example is preserved at the Indiana Transportation Museum. 

 

See Accurail’s website (PDF download) for details, road names, and delivery schedule. 

 

New Home for Nickel Plate Road Decals 
 

 

For several years, NKP modelers Dave Campbell and Ray Breyer have been producing and selling high-quality NKP decals in HO scale, including 

the best NKP steam engine decal sets every offered. But time and schedules change, so Dave and Ray have decided to discontinue decal sales. But 

rather than simply eliminating these much-needed decals, they’ve handed off their inventory and artwork to Resin Car Works, which now sells 

them online. RCW is the new startup small-batch kit manufacturing company recently started by Frank Hodina, former patternmaker to both the 

Sunshine and Westerfield lines of highly accurate model kits (Frank is also the designer of Tony Koester’s Third Sub layout). Frank is very NKP 

friendly, so let’s keep our fingers crossed for future kit releases for our favorite railroad soon! 

MOLOCO Releases new NKP Boxcar 

 
Production model photo courtesy Moloco Trains, LLC. 

 

Moloco Trains, a small Canadian model manufacturer, has released one of the most finely detailed HO scale NKP models of recent years. In 1962 General American 
Corp. started to build their most popular insulated boxcar designs, a refinement of their proven 1950s design. One of the major developments for the car design and 

unique to General America was its all welded body construction, where only the roof was bolted on after insulation. These CADILLACs of the boxcar market were 

insulated, had 20-inch cushioned underframes, and a variety of load restraining devices per customer specifications. Numbered 84020-84194 these were among the 
most modern boxcars the Nickel Plate owned, and several worked through the 1980s in NKP paint. MSRP is $49.99 plus shipping. 

 

For more information on these fine models, or to purchase them, see the Moloco website. 

 

 

http://www.accurail.com/accurail/CATALOG/Accurail_36ft.pdf
http://resincarworks.com/decals_parts.htm
http://resincarworks.com/about.htm
http://www.molocotrains.com/products/13003
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Two New HO Scale Models 

 

  
Photos of production models courtesy of Dan Merlel 

 

The NKPHTS Company Store is now stocking two new Nickel Plate Road freight car models, recently released by Accurail. 
 

The double door boxcars are $14.00 each, or $13.00 each for two or more, with one car number available. 

The panel-side hoppers are $13.50 each, or $12.50 each for two or more, with three car numbers available. 

Shipping is $6.00 for one car, $13.00 for two or more. 

 

Please visit the NKPHTS Company Store to order! 
 

 

New N scale NKP Steam Models from Bachmann 

 

   
 

Photos courtesy Bachmann Trains 

 

Bachmann recently released three new Nickel Plate steam engines, all in N scale. Model #51459 is a DCC-equipped 4-6-0 lettered as 

R-class engine  NKP 182 (although the base model better represents one of the P-classes of Ten Wheelers). Model #50951 is a DCC 

and sound-equipped Berkshire decorated as NKP 765 without Mars light, and model #50952 is a DCC and sound-equipped Berk 

numbered as NKP 759 with a Mars light. MSRP for the 4-6-0 is $219.00, and $329.00 for each of the Berkshires. Please visit the 

Bachmann Trains online store or your local hobby retailer to buy one today! 
 

http://nkphts.org/store/
javascript:window.close()
javascript:window.close()
javascript:window.close()
http://shop.bachmanntrains.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=265_372_373&products_id=4851
http://shop.bachmanntrains.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=265_372_976&products_id=5916
http://shop.bachmanntrains.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=265_372_976&products_id=5917
http://shop.bachmanntrains.com/
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MODEL DISPLAYS AT THE 2015 ANNUAL CONVENTION 
All captions and photos by Tony Koester 

 

The NKPHTS 2015 Annual Convention was held on September 24
th
 through 26

th
 at the Heritage DiscoveRY Center in 

Buffalo, NY. As usual, part of the activities of the convention included the annual model display, with several new and 

creative NKP models being displayed in N, O and HO scales. Tony Koester was in attendance, and was kind enough to 

send in a report and photos of the models at the meet. 
 

HO SCALE MODELS 
 

 
Chuck Klein detailed an HO scale Oriental Limited USRA light Mikado for NKP H-6e 644 and added a Berkshire tender 

that resembles the large tenders Lima built specifically for the 2-8-2s.  

 

 
Chuck Klein modified an HO scale Roundhouse (now Athearn) kit to make division superintendent's car 21, the Ohio. 

 

 
A third HO model displayed by Chuck Klein is Hudson 170, which he kitbashed from a Mantua Pacific (4-6-2) chassis 

and Mikado (2-8-2) boiler, with Bowser drivers and steam chest.  
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These two photos show only part of an HO work train detailed by Chuck Klein. Note that he was following a late steam 

era NKP practice of coating lead truck wheels with a whitewash to reveal cracks, and also painted the locomotive and 

tender footboards white. He combined Mantua and Roundhouse parts to model Consolidation 863 and modified a Life-

Like (Walthers) PRR caboose to resemble caboose 142, an ex-Lake Erie & Western caboose. 

 

 

 
 

Alco RS-11 565 in the as-delivered scheme is an Atlas HO model detailed, painted, and striped with decals by Bud 

Brueggeman. 
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These two photos show Tim Adang's HO scale NKP Alco S-2 switcher (note the Blunt trucks and long radiator shutters) 

that started off as an older, undecorated Atlas model. He carved off the cast-on cut levers and front grab irons, then 

replaced them with Cal-Scale cut levers and Detail Associates grab irons. Tim formed the safety railings on the cab end 

from brass wire. The cab awnings and windshield wipers are Details West parts. The bell came from Detail Associates. He 

painted the body Floquil Engine Black and used Reefer Yellow for the hand rails and Dust for weathering. The switcher 

has constant directional lighting and an MV lens with a hole in the center. Decals are Herald King. 
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This nicely weathered HO scale switcher, based on a former Wheeling & Lake Erie prototype, was reworked by Tim 

Adang from a Life-Like (now Walthers) Proto 2000 USRA 0-6-0. He added a Cal-Scale headlight, tender light, and 

classification lights; MV Products lenses; Precision Scale throttle, Alco builders plates, whistle, and handrail stanchions on 

the tender; Kadee no. 58 scale couplers; and a Preiser engine crew. He moved the safety valves from the back to the front 

of the steam dome and added a scratchbuilt blowdown muffler. Tim used copper wire for the bell and whistle cords, made 

the smokebox number plate from strip styrene, and extended the pilot as per prototype. The paint is Floquil Grimy Black, 

the weathering Floquil Dust. Champ decals completed the model. 

 

 
Baggage car 342, another beautifully executed and weathered HO model by Tim Adang, started out as an Athearn kit. The 

scratchbuilt side doors slide open. Tim applied tissue paper to simulate the tarred canvas roofing. He also added a Cal-

Scale UC air brake system and steam lines and Detail Associates steps. The grab irons end hand rails were hand-formed. 

Note the Campbell safety chains on Central Valley sprung trucks, Kadee couplers, Evergreen V-groove floor, and IHC 

diaphragm on the baggage end. Paint is Scalecoat Pullman Green with a Floquil Engine Black roof and underbody; 

weathering is Floquil Dust. Decals are from Vickey Graphics and Champ. 

 

 
Bud Brueggeman kitbashed this HO model of the depot at Perry, O., from a Green Springs depot kit sold by the NKPHTS 

Company Store with a bay window borrowed from an ancient Lindberg snap-together kit. 
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Bud Brueggeman also detailed and painted this HO model of NKP 13498, which was used to haul silica sand out of 

Fairport, OH. The base model is a Rivarossi boxcar. Note the roof hatches. 

 

 
 

Bud Brueggeman also modified a Model Die Casting single-sheathed boxcar to model coke car 133 in HO scale. 

 

 
 

Art Lemke displayed this work-in-progress HO model of NKP Alco PA-1 182, an Athearn model with extra detailed 

being added. 
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Art Lemke also built these differently lettered HO scale covered hoppers – NKP 571 and GACX 42371 – from Eastern 

Car Works kits.  

 

 
 

Art Lemke started to build an HO model of the concrete coal dock at Frankfort, Ind., then decided to use the parts to 

model the unique two-tower coal dock at Cleveland. Art’s model shows us all what can be done with two of the Walthers 

coal dock kits, some Plastruct shapes, and a little creativity. More detail works remains, but the prototype for this model is 

impossible to miss. 
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N SCALE MODELS 
 

 
 

Adam Scammahorn brought an entire N scale "layout," around which he ran trains pulled by a sound-equipped NKP 

Berkshire and an Alco PA-1. Actual NKP metal extra flags are surrounded by the track. 

 

 

O SCALE MODELS 
 

 
 

NKP caboose 1085 was built from an Ambroid O scale wood kit by Jerry D'Aurora. A similar kit was offered in HO 

scale by Quality Craft. Both kits were based on drawings made by measuring NKP conductor Bill Love's caboose 1149 by 

NKPHTS Modeling Services Director Tony Koester. 
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O scale was well represented by several models brought by National Director David Vaughn, including heavyweight 

coach 934, a Car Works import based on a New York Central prototype that is very close to NKP cars. 

 

 

 
 

O scale boxcar 5323 displayed by David Vaughn was detailed, painted, and lettered from a Lionel PS-1. It's a far cry from 

boxcars in the Lionel O-27 train sets many of us got started in model railroading with so many years ago. 
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Boxcar 5018 is another O scale model displayed by David Vaughn. It's a Protocraft model. 

 

 

 
 

Offset-side twin hopper 64253 was the only model displayed in Wheeling & Lake Erie livery. It's a Rich Yoder import 

displayed by David Vaughn. 
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MODELER’S REFERENCE 
Nickel Plate Road Maintenance of Way Passenger Car Lettering 

Drawing from the NKPHTS Collection 

 
Before the formation of the Advisory Mechanical Committee, the NKP had its own set of standards for just about everything. In terms 

of M-O-W rolling stock painting the standards were very similar to that of revenue freight cars: simple white lettering over a “freight 

car color” carbody. The general standard changed to gray bodies and black lettering in the late 1930s except for wreck and firefighting 

string equipment, which stayed brown & white as shown by this image of X53079 (former NKP coach 54). 
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Modern Day Wheeling & Lake Erie Layout Tour 
 

A Visit to Jim Talbott's Wheeling & Lake Erie Ohio River Division layout 
By Dan Merkel 

 

 
 

In preparing an ad campaign for the NKPHTS, I contacted Kalmbach Publishing to inquire about advertising in MODEL 

RAILROADER Magazine.  I also asked about GREAT MODEL RAILROADS 2016 since one of our members' layouts 

was to be featured in that publication.  When the package arrived with their rate sheet, they thoughtfully included a copy of 

last year's GREAT MODEL RAILROADS.  I casually thumbed through the issue and a photo of a model steel mill caught 

my eye.  Thus began the great adventure which culminated in visiting Jim Talbott's fine Wheeling & Lake Erie Ohio River 

Division layout this past summer. 

 

Once I looked a little more closely at the photo, I knew I needed to contact Jim.  The mill shown in the picture was the 

Wheeling Pittsburgh Mill in Mingo Junction, Ohio where my dad & brother both worked for many years.  Then it dawned 

on me that I had talked with him several years ago as he is also a member of the NKPHTS.  A short email brought a very 

gracious reply and offer to visit anytime we could work something out.  Since I don't drive, I asked if my friend Mike could 

come along; of course, came the reply so the road trip was on. 

 

Jim lives just outside of Detroit so the trip was only about two hours away for us.  I loaded up my camera gear and off we 

went.  Upon arrival, we visited with Jim for a few minutes and he gave us a brief history of the layout.  He retired a few 

years ago and all of a sudden found himself in need of something to do.  He had long wanted to build a modern model 

railroad featuring the Wheeling so went to work on a plan.  The layout took shape in his mind then on paper; construction 

began a short time later.  As with most layouts, it is and probably always will be a work in progress.  But still, Jim is pretty 

much satisfied with what he has today although there are always improvements to be made here and there. 

 

After this brief introduction, we made our way to his basement where we were greeted by his spectacular pike.  The layout 

occupies two rooms in his basement and has   approximately 140-150 linear feet of mainline track.  This does not count the 

many sidings, spurs and staging.  The smaller room is about 12x18 and covers the area in and around Brewster.  The larger 

room is close to 32x14 and covers the rest of the line down to Mingo and the steel mill located there.  Along the way, you 

find industries that are typical for the area but Jim did have to rearrange their order a little to make everything fit. 
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A simplified track plan of Jim’s W&LE layout, demonstrating that a modern-themed layout can still focus on lots of lineside 

 industrial switching, rather than on just “Macs & Stacks” and other through traffic.         Plan by Dan Merkel 

 

While the layout is relatively flat, it does transition nicely from the gently rolling hills around Brewster to the larger hills 

along the Ohio Valley.  Along the way, the tracks wind through small towns like Jewett & Bowerston and the pleasant 

countryside in between.  From Pittsburgh Junction to the Ohio Valley, there are bridges & tunnels depicting some of the 

features of the former Pittsburgh & West Virginia line that the Wheeling occupies today.  Having grown up in the Ohio 

Valley only a few miles from Mingo, I can honestly say that the layout truly captures the “look and feel” of the area and 

represents it very well. 

 

After quite some time of admiring his handiwork, Jim gave Mike and me a throttle and a train assignment.  It turns out that 

we were to take a train from Brewster to the National Lime & Stone Company stone yard at Jewett, drop some empties, 

pick up some loads then proceed on down to Terminal Junction where the sand & stone would be used in fracking 

operations.  It was probably against railroad rules but I took my camera along and shot some photos as we traveled along.  

After dropping our train at Terminal Junction (staging), we picked up some steel coil cars and headed to Mingo to the mills 

to complete our trip.  So sit back, relax and join us on our railroading adventure. 

 

 
Ready for service, several Wheeling & Lake Erie locomotives sit in front of the engine facilities at Brewster.  

The building has been “selectively compressed” to allow it to fit into the space available for it. 
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Right next to the Brewster Yard is the plain office building that houses the corporate headquarters of the Wheeling. 

 

 
Cars await pick-up at the Brewster Yard.  The W&LE makes its living hauling steel for the  

Ohio Valley mills and both stone & sand to the developing drilling sites in eastern Ohio. 

 

 
This is the head end of the train we will be taking from Brewster to Terminal Junction.   

We are waiting for the highball just outside of the yard offices at Brewster. 
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As we move along our route, we pass the Sunrise Co-op grain elevator complex.   

Not much grain coming in today though; we continue on our way. 

 

 
This interlocking tower guards the crossing near the Star of the West Mill.   

Note that the highway overpass behind the tower helps conceal the hole in the wall to the next room. 

 

 
National Lime & Stone Company has a large presence on the layout for good reason.   

One of the main commodities hauled by the W&LE is stone and sand for the fracking that is going on in eastern Ohio.   

This portion of the complex is NLS's ready mix group. Note the concrete mixers from Athearn. 
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The other part of the NLS complex is their stone yard located near Bowerston. We are stopping here today to set out  

some empties and pick up some loads headed for Terminal Junction. Quite a bit of switching needs to be done  

before we can move on. 

 
Bowerston is just a small dot on the map along the Wheeling, but there is some occasional  

activity at the small station located there.  Jim scratch-built this little gem. 

 

 
The line runs right through the Miller Farm located between Jewett and Bowerston.   

This typical Amish farm is complete with traditional farmhouse and of course, a red barn. 
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As we near Jewett, we pass the Atlas Tube & Steel plant located near there. 

 

 
It must be a Saturday morning at Jewett.  There is a lot of hustle & bustle about. The buildings  

here are top-notch  although it would appear that Jim used a little “modeler's license” here.   

Having been through Jewett myself many times, I don't remember buildings being this plentiful. 

 

 
Just prior to taking the line to Martins Ferry (staging) at Pittsburgh Junction, we pass Connotton Creek Salvage. 
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Pittsburgh Junction, a little place in the middle of nowhere marked only by a sign and a small shed.  But it is the  

point where the original W&LE and the P&WV met.  On Jim's layout, the original Wheeling line heads into  

staging and the P&WV “high line” goes on into Mingo Junction and the steel mill located there.  

The quiet little country church sits trackside between Pittsburgh Junction and the Nelms Mine. 

 

 
The Nelms Mine is typical of coal mine operations throughout eastern Ohio.  In recent years, coal production has been cut 

back somewhat but there is still a lot of mining activity in the area.  On Jim's layout, the Nelms Mine and the Ohio Power 

generating plant pair up for an empties in/loads out scheme that is nicely carried out.  Note the high trestle, common on 

the P&WV and one of the signature scenes on the railroad. 
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Engine 4018 pulls into the W-P mill complex with steel coil cars in tow.  In the background is the Ohio Power generating 

plant that is the other half of the empties in/loads out scheme with the Nelms Mine. 

 

 
This is the Cast House for W-P Blast Furnace #5.  This was of particular interest to me since my  

great grandfather, my father, my uncle and my brother all worked at the mill through the years. 

 

 
Another picture of “Old Number Five” as my father called her.  Note the empty slag ladles in the foreground. 
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Slag, a by-product of the steel refining process is dumped at the slag dump.   

The material is crushed then used just like crushed stone in other areas. 

 

 
A string of hoppers await being emptied on the line behind the blast furnace.  Ore, coke & limestone are stored in  

bins below the track then loaded into the furnace with the skip car. That car runs on the steep inclined track on the right. 

 

 
Finally, molten iron is hauled to the Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF) where it is further refined into steel. The steel is poured  

into ingot molds, cooled then sent to rolling mills at other locations to be rolled into thin steel for a variety of uses. 
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NKP 717, an S-1 class Berkshire assigned to the Peoria Division, bangs over the IC mainline and drifts past 

Dean Tower just east of Bloomington on a steamy morning in August, 1951, preparing to stop and set out cars at 

the small storage yard near the tower. Later that morning, the crew of the “Mighty 90” will head out to gather the 

cars for local spotting.  This once daily action has been nicely captured in Matt Smith’s basement. 
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Steve Grigg sent in a report on a “new/old” O scale boxcar project he recently completed. He reports: “This NKP 

boxcar has the oldest components on it in my collection. The pressed heavy card stock sides were made by the 

Westbrook Company in the 1930s or 40s. I fit them to an All Nation wood & metal craftsman kit. I gave old 

factory-printed sides many layers of Dull-Coat to seal them and protect the finish. A fun project!” 

 

 
NKP 737 charges westward with train #41 on Tony Koester’s “Third Sub” layout.  
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NKP 800 switches the local farmer’s Co-Op and Purina mill, on a typical fall day in central Indiana. This 

excellent modeling is the combined work of Jim Six (for the engine) and Tom Johnson (the layout and boxcar). 

Photos by Jim Six. 
 

 
Speaking of Jim Six, the March 2012 issue of Model Railroader Magazine contains an article he wrote on 

upgrading the Nickel Plate version of the Atlas NE-6 caboose. Modeler Dave Schroedle was inspired by Jim’s 

work and produced his own version, including a few extra detail upgrades.   Photo by Geoff Elliott. 
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NKP 740 simmers in the summer sun, waiting for clearance to proceed  

after having dropped off an interchange freight to the IHB. 

Photo and modeling by Jon Grant. 
 

 

    
NKP hoppers by Dave Campbell; Mikado by Ray Breyer 

 

Teaser time! Articles coming in the near future to the Modeler’s Notebook will focus on modeling the NKP’s  

first hoppers, as well as upgrading a generic USRA light Mikado to look more “NKP-like”. Stay tuned! 
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AN EASY NICKEL PLATE MIKE 
By Joseph Bliss 

 

 
 

This is my model of NKP 587 in her current configuration (excursion service, with 22RA tender), from one of the early 

BLI Light Mikado releases.  To make this model look more NKP-specific and not so USRA-generic, I cannibalized a 

junker Rivarossi Berkshire for most of the detail parts that I needed. I used the front of the pilot, the number boards, 

generator and a couple of other small details. I still need to add the small air tank on the left side of the pilot deck, braces 

for  the pilot foot step, and the visor on the headlight to give it a more prototypical look, but it does look the part already. 

 

 
 

I was overall very pleased and a little surprised at how the addition of only a few “key” details made this mundane USRA 

locomotive look like a prototype-specific Nickel Plate freight engine. With a very small investment (scrap Rivarossi 

models can be found for pennies at swap meets) and only a little time chopping and gluing, I ended up with a great looking 

model that is hard to distinguish from brass. 
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I used the Rivarossi Berkshire’s tender for 587, and modified it for the QSI sound module that came with the BLI engine. 

That conversion was actually pretty easy, and only took a short time to add mounting pads, a baffle for the speaker, a little 

extra weight, and wire connections to the tender truck power wipers. The drawbar was modified from the existing BLI 

parts. About the only tricky part to moving the QSI sound module into its new tender was when I installed a working 

backup light. 

 
 

If anyone would like instructions on how and where to hook up a backup light to their BLI engines, I have photos & info 

for that. Contact me at  jwbliss50@hotmail.com 

 

 Joe Bliss, NKPHTS Member 3612 

mailto:jwbliss50@hotmail.com
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Iron Duke Car Sides 
By David J. Vinci 

 
After long-time NKPHTS member Dick Yager’s passing there were several comments posted on the NKPHTS Members 

Discussion Group that were about folks remembering the models that had been produced years ago for “Iron Duke Beer” 

along with photos of some of those cars, one of which is reproduced below: 

 

 
Photo and modeling by Dan Merkel 

 

As Dan Merkel notes: “I created these cars as a way to poke gentle fun at good friend Dick “The Iron Duke” Yager. 

Without telling anyone I created the artwork for four cars, printed the decals on my Alps printer, made the cars, and 

brought them to the 2004 NKPHTS convention. I gave one to Dick as a keepsake and handed the other three off to the 

Society to sell off at the annual auction. They were a huge hit as soon as everyone saw them, and sold off quickly!” 

 

After seeing these cars again on the Yahoo Group, fellow member Paul Emch sent me an email wondering if they could be 

turned into car sides so that folks who didn’t have one of the original cars could have a facsimile.  I wrote back and said I’d 

see what I could do.  After a bit of fooling around with graphics software, I made up the carsides shown below: 

 

   
Dan Merkel artwork as modified by Dave Vinci 

 

I sized these paper car sides (see below) to fit on an HO scale Accurail wooden reefer kit which makes building the models 

pretty straight forward and easy.  I usually order kit #4895 which is data only yellow and the present price is $17.98.  These 

are usually in stock at their website (and before you ask, no, I have no vested interest in Accurail, nor do I get any 

remuneration for the recommendation.  I just like the kit and it makes for an easy build and yields a fine finished product). 

 

(Editor’s note: kits #4894 and #4895 come fully- painted and lettered. For a true undecorated kit use Accurail kit #4800) 

 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/NKPHTS-members/info
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/NKPHTS-members/info
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/4800.htm
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You could also re-size the image up or down to make models in other scales if you wish. 

So, here are the steps involved: 

 

Step 1 – Print the car sides on 110-lb white paper (index card weight) using a color inkjet printer as I have found that these 

printers yield the most satisfactory results.  Make sure that the printed car sides come out just a 1/8” longer than the kit 

plastic car sides.  Also make sure that the height and width ratio isn’t modified. 

 

 
 

Step 2 – The Accurail reefer model comes with removable side panels which fit into indentations in a body “core”. 

Remove these sides from the body core, and cut two exact copies of the sides out of 0.040” thick plain sheet styrene. 

 

Step 3 – Bevel both ends of the replacement car sides slightly, so they will fit into the Accurail body core better. 

 

Step 4 – Test fit (without glue) the new car sides and sand as required to make the fit perfect. 

 
 

Step 5 – Laminate the paper car sides to the new plastic car sides.  Use white glue thinned slightly with water and coat the 

entire surface of the new car side, and then carefully apply the printed side. You will have a small amount of working time 

to get the paper aligned correctly. (See Figure 4, above.) When done, press the paper with a wallpaper roller, or 

sandwiched between two pieces of glass and a heavy book and let dry. 
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Step 6 - Using liquid model cement (Testors will work fine), glue the new printed sides onto the Accurail model. 

 

Step 7 – Once the car is assembled, give the new sides a spray coat of Dullcoat to protect the printing. 

 

Step 8 – Once both sides are laminated, you can proceed to assemble the kit normally. 

 

There are some options that may make the kit a bit more to your liking: 

a) Tichy Train Group makes some nice plastic reefer door hinges and hardware that you can paint and apply right 

over the printed ones. Use part #3067. 

b) You can add free-standing ladders or grab irons as you wish.  I like the look of the grab irons best. 

c) As an alternative to using paper and glue, you can also print the new car sides onto Avery brand full sheet label 

material. 

 

 

I have used this technique to produce other models such as the one shown below: 

 

 
 

Good luck with your project! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tichytraingroup.com/Shop/tabid/91/ProductID/1018/Default.aspx
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Artwork copyright Dan Merkel. For personal use only. 
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Modeling by Ray Breyer 

 

THE NKPHTS MODELER’S NOTEBOOK NEEDS YOUR HELP! 
 

Are you a Nickel Plate modeler? Or a modeler of the Wheeling & Lave Erie, the Lake Erie & Western, the Clover Leaf, or any of the 

predecessor roads that went into creating the Greater Nickel Plate? Do you have a digital camera? Would you like to share what 

you’re doing, or what you know, or your tips and techniques on modeling the NKP? Then have we got the forum for you! 

 

These issues of the Modeler’s Notebook mark the rejuvenation of the e-zine, which can become the greatest resource available for 

modeling and showcasing the work of NKP modelers around the globe. Ultimately, the plan is to issue the virtual magazine quarterly, 

but that means that the editorial board of the NKPHTS will need YOUR help in adding to its contents! 

 

We’re looking for just about any and all submissions for the magazine. Full-length features, small one to three page “mini features” 

and stand-alone photos are all welcome and desired. So long as the subject matter is NKP-related, it’s fair game! You say that you 

aren’t a writer? No problem: the NKPHTS editorial staff is here to help. With good quality cameras coming standard with just about 

every smart phone these days, taking photos couldn’t be simpler! (so long as they’re relatively well lit and in focus, that is) And we’d 

love to see your work in all scales and skill levels: S, TT, High-Rail and live steam are all as welcome as O, HO and N. 

 

So share your love of Nickel Plate modeling today! To talk to the editorial staff about a submission, or to submit an article, please 

contact the following: 

 

Ray Breyer (Editor, NKPHTS Modeler’s Notebook) rtbsvrr69@yahoo.com 

Art Lemke (NKPHTS Publications Director) nklpl8@hotmail.com 

J. Anthony Koester (NKPHTS Modeling Services Director) modeler@nkphts.org 

Adam Matthews (NKPHTS Internet Services Director) webmaster@nkphts.org 
 

mailto:rtbsvrr69@yahoo.com
mailto:modeler@nkphts.org
mailto:webmaster@nkphts.org



